
 William Weston 
 440-429-6011 |  williamwestonao@gmail.com  |  GitHub  |  LinkedIn 

 Education 
 Turing School of Software and Design | Denver, CO  Graduating Jan 2024 
 Backend Engineering 
 Relevant coursework and skills: Databases, Object-Oriented Programming, Version Control, Unit Testing, Ruby, 
 HTML, Java, Javascript, Rails, Express, Spring Boot 

 Community College of The Air Force | Vacaville, CA  Mar 2020 
 A.A.S Avionic Systems Technology 

 Professional Experience 
 LGCY Power | Dallas, TX  Jun 2022 - Mar 2023 
 Sr. Sales Consultant 

 ●  Generated over $2 million  in sales for GoodLeap, a  finance technology company, by utilizing 
 consultative sales techniques,  building strong relationships  with clients, and tailoring product offerings 
 to meet their needs. 

 ●  Enhanced  customer satisfaction by 15%  through in-depth  market research and  cross-departmental 
 collaboration  , streamlining user experience by swiftly  addressing challenges and capitalizing on trends. 

 United States Air Force | Vacaville, CA  Sep 2015 -  Sep 2020 
 SSgt Flying Crew Chief 

 ●  Recognized by leadership for outstanding performance, conducting rigorous Pre/Post-Flight Inspections, 
 executing in-flight duties  for  ~750 hours  , and ensuring  strict adherence to FAA regulations through 
 close collaboration with aircrew and ground personnel,  directly contributing to over 50+  operations. 

 ●  Achieved a 45% increase in Airmen qualifications  by  developing and implementing training 
 programs that enhanced skills and ensured compliance with Air Force regulations. 

 Projects and Certifications 
 Analog| Group Project |  Deployed Site  |  Figma  |  GitHub Repo  Dec 2023 

 ●  Designed and implemented a robust  Service-Oriented  Architecture (SOA)  for a Confluence/Basecamp-like 
 application, enabling independent service modules to enhance scalability, maintainability, and flexibility. 

 ●  Integrated  Amazon S3 for seamless file uploads  and  storage, allowing users to attach files to projects. 
 Kind Kitchen | Group Project |  Deployed Site  |  GitHub FE Repo  Nov 2023 

 ●  Spoonacular API utilized to enable recipe management, empowering users to create, store, and manage their recipes. 
 ●  Leveraged  Google OAuth  authentication to streamline  user sign-in, enabling secure access to the application 

 through users' Google accounts, enhancing user convenience and security. 
 ●  Implemented  Twilio Two-Factor Authentication (2FA)  for enhanced security, providing users with an additional 

 layer of authentication, thereby ensuring a secure login process. 
 J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. Software Engineering Virtual Experience on Forage |  Certification 
 J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. Software Engineering Lite on Forage |  Certification 
 J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. Agile Job Simulation on Forage |  Certification 

 Extracurricular 
 Club:  As a Turing Tech  Tutor, I help lower-module students struggling with technology topics, fostering their 
 growth and academic success through tutoring and mentoring. 
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